Regarding Establishment of Specific Spots Recommended for Evacuation in Date City

June 30, 2011
Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters

Based on the notification “Regarding Response to the Specific Spots Estimated to Exceed an Integral Dose of 20mSv Over a One Year Period After the Occurrence of the Accident” dated June 16, 2011 (Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters), in view of the discussions by the Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, Fukushima Prefecture, and Date City, the Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters has established “Specific Spots Recommended for Evacuation” for the residences in the below-listed regions, and issued the notification to Date City.

In the future, Date City will individually notify this establishment to the subject households of the residents in the City.

Furthermore, the Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters will conduct continuously monitoring of the specified regions in addition to the support related to the evacuation and other actions of the residences in the area established as Specific Spots Recommended for Evacuation.

Details

Part of Kamioguni, Ryozenmachi, Date City: 30 spots (32 households)
Part of Shimooguni, Ryozenmachi, Date City: 49 spots (54 households)
Part of Ishida, Ryozenmachi, Date City: 19 spots (21 households)
Part of Tsukidate, Tsukidatemachi, Date City: 6 spots (6 households)